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ACTION FOR PEACE: DRUMS FOR PEACE
 
** The Experience of Peace Drums ** 

by Feliu MAUDALA <fmadaula@teleline.es>
<http://sympa.alliance21.org/forums/d_read/pax/participants/introductions/Ma
udala.htm> 

°°° Abstract: The Drums of Peace are an initiative promoted by NOVA Center
for social Innovation to make hear other sounds, other voices, new ideas
and proposals, in a diverse clamor of drums, saucepans sounds,... in order
to fight for peace. With the attacks of the 11 of September we rebooted the
idea and its necessity was more evident. At the end of September the first
drums were carried out before consulates and diplomatic representations of
war. The percussion and the rhythms of the drums create a magic,
overwhelming atmosphere, draws the attention and give courage to people;
the experience is pleasant. °°° 


The Drums of Peace (<http://www.tamtamforpeace.org/indexen.htm> ) is an
initiative of the Alliance for a Responsible, Plural and United World
(<www.alliance21.org> ) promoted by NOVA Center for Social Innovation
(<http://www.novacis.org/indexeng.htm>) that around the International
Day of her Music, the 21 June of 2001, invited people, groups and musicians
to make hear other sounds, other voices, new ideas and proposals ; we were
summoned to make hear the Drums of Peace. 

A lot of populations and groups of different continents have come out in
the street with diverse sounds, to make hear Drums of Peace, specifically
the Municipal Band Music and school in Matadepera, groups of young and
cultural associations in San Llorenç Savall, the demonstration against the
World Bank in Barcelona, the continental meetings of the Alliance [for a
Responsible, Plural and United World
<http://www.alliance21.org/continental/en/index.html> ] carried out in
June of 2001,... giving life to this initiative of Drums of Peace. 

With them attacks of the 11 of September the idea was reinitiated and the
necessity was more evident. At the end of September the first drums were
carried out before consulates and diplomatic representations of war, they
also participated to the demonstration of Barcelona against the war and
they multiplied the acts in different parts. 

In Sabadell, the * Platform for Peace. Let us stop the war * that assembles
a lot of associations, unions, political parties and individual people,
summoned several demonstrations before the city council. The attendance was
variable, among 50 and 300 people and the active participation of more than
40 people with drums for peace at individual level or belonging to
neighbors associations, group of black Africa and of the People Rights
League, juvenile association "Sepia Verda", group of culture traditional
Brujas del Norte [Witches of the North],... percussion and rhythms give a
magic, overwhelming atmosphere, and draws the attention and it coordinates
people: the experience is pleasant. 

With the sounds and images of these acts, an Intercultural Symphony of
Drums for Peace has been created.. 

Greetings and peace. 

Feliu Madaula Canadell


